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“Push yourself forward,
Don’t be afraid to fail
because failure is the only
way you can SUCCEED”.

LETTER FROM

The Founder
This past year, the rapid transmission

In life, I have found that nothing is valuable
unless you take risks. A dream does not come
easy, it takes consistent determination, hard
work and lots of sacrifice. I am sure
throughout your course of study from picking
your course and deciding what you want to do

of Covid-19 pandemic has forced us all

with your life don't come easy. People telling

to adapt to making decisions on a

you that you made the wrong choice, your

regular basis with limited information.

environment, or even doubting your own

As I write this, it is impossible to know what

choice.

the situation will be in a month's time. This
burden came heaviest to our public health

My message to UTB Students, alumni, those

sector and government leaders as they

who have initiated their own businesses or

responded to the global pandemic. They have

even still soul searching, “Push yourself

been working tirelessly, often lacking accurate

forward and don’t be afraid to fail because

data of infection rates.

failure is one step towards success”. People

As Rwandans, we owe them a lot of respect

will always remember your success but we

and gratitude.

always don’t hear much of the big failures that
led to that success”.

When Covid-19 struck, UTB strived to keep
students on track in completion of their

Everyone has training on something and a

programs leading to graduation.

talent to be successful but only a few have the
guts to fail. And that’s where the difference

Our mission of making a difference in the

lies. You have to ask yourself '' What am I

academic field within the region played a

going to do with what I have, to get where I

critical role in making Covid-19 cases

want?”

remarkably low on both campuses. by shifting
classrooms and operations to remote (online)
format, and conducting a blended graduation
of over 1500 students.
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With

Chairperson
UTB Board of Governors

Prof. Emile RWAMASIRABO

Success Does Not come
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Overnight

Prof. Emile RWAMASIRABO
UTB has made from academics to investment in

These achievements and many to come have

infrastructure and our community’s (Students,

not come from a singular effort but from the

Alumni and Staff) distribution to our country.

dedication, persistence and resilience

From expanding our academic offerings,

demonstrated by UTB Founders, Board,

growing in areas where we shine and having

Management under the leadership of the vice

great impact on our students whilst serving

chancellor Prof. Dr. Callixte KABERA, staff,

their needs relevant to the job market.

students, partners and the UTB community at
large.

Our investments in innovation and curriculum
delivery techniques have paid off. Despite the
different challenges resulting from covid-19,
UTB Rubavu campus’s new premise was
completed in October 2020. Our new Kigali
campus in Rebero is also in the final stage of
completion.

Success of an institution
requires investment in
Resources and Ownership
by the Community as a
whole

As far as UTB Board is concerned, we am very optimistic about UTB’s future as the institution
remains committed to providing good quality education and training to prepare students to be the
best version of themselves and become opportunity creators and not seekers.

Mr Twaha HARUNA

Mr Saidi SIBOMANA

Member

Member
Hon, Amb.

Mr Faustin KARASIRA
Member

Fatuma NDANGIZA
Vice Chairperson
UTB Board

Mrs Diana UWAMAHORO
Member

UTB
Management
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Executive and Senior Management

Prof. Dr Callixte KABERA
Vice Chancellor

Jean Bosco RURANGIRWA

Dr Liliane UMUTESI

VRAF

DVC Academics

Egide RUGAMBA

John Ntahemuka

Director, Rubavu Campus

Dean,

Richard NAHO

Flaubert HARUBWIRA

CFO

Faculty of Hospitality & Tourism

Dean,

Faculty of Business & IT

Dr Enock NYISINGIZE
Director of Academics & Quality
Assurance ( UTB Kigali)

Dr Appoline KABERA
Director of Academics & Quality
Assurance (UTB Rubavu)

Anastasia UWABABYEYI

Language Coordinator

Gaetan NGABONZIZA

Coordinator

Vocational Training Programs

Moving Forward Regardless
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UTB During COVID-19
Prof. Dr Callixte KABERA
What has been your most
favorite part of your duty

UTB During Covid-19

Covid-19 is something that has

Indeed, I have been at UTB for

disrupted everybody in the

15 years actually from the

whole world, and UTB was no

start of this University up to

exception. UTB put in place a

today

number of measures to ensure
that we cope with health

My favorite part is seeing the

measures as set by the

increasing number of

government of Rwanda.

students.

The closure of the university for

We started with 445 students

7 months was the most

and have reached around

challenging time for us as an

7000 students in a few years. It

institution. This negatively

is really a remarkable

impacted on the growth and

achievement.
Furthermore, seeing UTB
growth in staffing, training
facilities, infrastructure and
employing people from
various countries all over the
world has been really
incredible

progression, planning, and

Quality education entails so
many things; it is not only about
teaching and learning. It starts
with good curriculum that
addresses issues and pedagogical

financial projections.
There were some operations we
had to stop, but others could not
be stopped. We still had to run
an institution, and there were

facilities, infrastructure, policies,

some expenses that we had to

and systems.

meet with no revenue. As long

The biggest achievement above all

as students were not on the

is the ownership of the two

campus, it was very difficult to

campuses, Rubavu campus and

expect income generation from

Kigali (Rebero campus) which are

students. We had to find other

almost completed. These are the

creative ways of coping with the

few incredible things we have

situation and get funding.

achieved in the last 15 years.

Innovation and Resilience

UTB Commitment Forward
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Prof. Dr Callixte KABERA
Following the outbreak of Covid-19, UTB remained

infrastructure, lecturers, policies, and systems.

resilient during that period. The silver lining though,

Ensuring quality is a journey, it is not the end in

is that the government of Rwanda has intervened in

itself. It is a journey that is strengthened by putting

many aspects by trying to see how we can minimize

together all the above components that lead to

the negative impacts by putting in place the

quality education. On the side of students, we had

economic relief fund accessible to private entities,

to put policies in place to ensure plagiarism and

including those operating in Education.

cheating during online studies do not crop up.

This initiative is very important as it supports

We invested in software like Turnitin to check and

operations hardest hit by covid-19 and be resilient,

ensure academic honesty and authenticity. For

safeguard employment and cushion the economic

students, plagiarism rate is tolerated at 25% but for

effects of the pandemic.

lecturers, it is reduced up to 15%. This is also in use
and integrated within our e-learning platform, it is

UTB’s online platform

also something to strengthen that quality journey

The shift from face to face did not take us by

that everyone has to follow.

surprise because we started our digitization process
in 2016, and when Covid-19 hit in March 2020, we

At the end of the day, we struggle to make sure that

were already at a certain advanced level because it

a UTB graduate is knowledgeable, skillful,

took us 1 week to put in place the e-learning

competent, passionate about his/her choice and

platform that lecturers and students could use for

become a good citizen.

supporting remote instructions.
We invested in training of staff and students, and
elaborated appropriate policies, guidelines and tools
to be used by all the users of the established elearning platform.

UTB Ensuring Quality Education
Quality education entails so many things; it
is not only about teaching and learning.
Firstly, it starts with good curriculum that
addresses issues the society faces, then the
pedagogical facilities,

Congratulations on your promotion to Associate
professor. How was the journey
Thank you. I would like to send my appreciation to
UTB Founder and Board of Governors who have
been very supportive to academic progression.
Started as Assistant Lecturer at UTB in 2007,
lecturer in 2013, became Senior Lecturer and
completed my Ph.D. in 2017 and how Associate
Professor.
It requires determination, dedication and hard
work, and I think everybody has contributed to this
academic growth.

Walk the Talk

Dr Liliane UMUTESI
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Welcoming UTB's New DVCA (Interview)
Dr Lilian is UTB’s Deputy Vice Chancellor in charge of Academics, Cisco Academy and ICDL
instructor. She is a passionate and experienced IT expert, Senior Lecturer, Researcher, Research
Supervisor and Mentor. Driven by her personal vision, she strives to create IT intellectuals who
contribute to their society, by finding solutions to life's problems and thus achieve social and
economic development.
She takes pride in providing the best possible way to translate stakeholders’ requirements into
tangible deliverable that exceed expectations, And recognized by numerous academic bodies for
her passion in research. Her Motto is “Your skills, your Value”

Q1. What initially drew you to UTB?
Unique programs like culinary arts that stem from my love for
cooking and I am planning to take some of those courses myself
at UTB and transform my hobby into a certified skill.
I haven’t decided between food production or culinary art.
This coupled with good leadership and opportunity for growth
were a great incentive to join UTB.

Q2. What is your vision for UTBs Academic Standard?
For UTB to be recognized for its distinguished quality education
in programs we offer is one of my main visions, Become a
model institution for others in the market to emulate.
Q3.As one of the few successful women in the academic
field, what motivated you to earn this success?
My mum and hero didn't manage to go far in her studies during her
time because girls were considered less capable than their brothers.
So she always wanted to make sure that her children were given equal
opportunities. She believed in me and encouraged me to work harder in
my studies and challenge myself to reach my full potential.

Q4. How did you know
you were passionate for
education
Taking “knowledge and skill
sharing” as a hobby ended up
bringing me closer to becoming
passionate about education.
Which is the case for most people
in academics.

UTB Campus
Rebero & Rubavu

Rubavu
Campus

Rebero
Campus

Research
And

Innovation

EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE AND
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BUILDING CREDIBILITY
In terms of research publication and
production, UTB has successfully
managed to work collaboratively with
National Council of Science and
Technology (NCST-Rwanda), CRIP, ANIE,
ATLAS, some of which UTB hosted and or
attended through various research
workshops and conferences.
These research activities and services have
critical economic, societal and
environmental impacts such as winning the
research grants and publishing significant
articles, papers and books to the various

Research offers opportunities for

Research
improves critical
thinking
skills,prepares
for the
opportunities of
the future

relevant and modern curriculum

In the area of hospitality projects/business

development which in turn foster

planning and management, research works

professional excellence for

as a ‘bifocal approach’ to leadership and

delivering outstanding students’

mentoring programs for a variety of groups

education and trainings so as to be

including organizational business projects,

able to discover, elucidate and
evaluate new knowledge, ideas,
and the essential technologies in

challenges and

"

Mr. William
MUDAHEMUKA
UTB Lecturer & Research
Coordinator

communities.

driving the future society and

managers, early career academics and
hoteliers, in capacity building.
Students are urged to be interested in
research, to improve their critical thinking

humanity not only in UTB faculties,

capacity and digitally monetize it for social

but also nationally, regionally and

and economic impact.

internationally.

Why choose Research as a
career
“I love the natural world and have a great
deal of curiosity.
I am naturally curious, eager to learn
new things and providing real solutions
to the problems facing our society. This
makes me a researcher.” He said.

Rwandan youth in

A
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Capital Markets
the "WHY" and "HOW"

This is because most youth live
in rural areas where the

At a young age, it is hard to

presence and access to the

recognize the actual value of

capital market is low. Therefore,

saving money.

they have no information about

Unfortunately, youth are at a higher

the capital market.

risk of facing discretionary
expenses than adults, as they
continuously get introduced to
financial services with their mobile
phones and bank accounts.

Though most youth engage in
saving clubs (ibimina) to practice

Blaise BAZIMYA

a saving culture, saving clubs are

Faculty of Business & IT, UTB

also not very effective, because

Rwanda stock exchange’s (RSE,

most youth lack substantial

2020) statistics recently showed
In Rwanda, savings amongst adults

knowledge of running them and

that Rwanda’s stock market in

grew from 49% in 2016 to 54% in

very often it results in the

2020 was valued at over one

2020 indicating a great

mismanagement of member’s

billion dollars and a 20% growth

improvement in savings.

savings.

was being targeted. Although the

Other reasons are; high

statistics were satisfactory, there

discretionary expenses and low

is still a gap that needs to be

levels of earnings to mention but

In contrast, 49% of youth are less

likely to save money through formal covered, which is youth’s
financial service providers and are

participation in savings and

below 54% of national formal

investing in the capital market.

savings (Rwanda Finscope 2020).
This demonstrates that youth still

There are various reasons as to

have a lot to do to increase their

why Rwandan youth do not

savings.

participate in savings and

a few.

S

investing in the capital market
When it comes to the capital

which are; limited knowledge

market, there are plenty of

about savings and capital market.

opportunities in the Rwandan
capital market.

trategies That can be adapted
to encourage youth capital

saving would mainly be around
educating them and reforming
entrepreneurship curriculum in
schools, emphasizing on financial
Literacy

The thinking behind the
INNOVATIVE

Mind

Project 1

Road breakdown
assistance
management system

T

The road breakdown assistance
management system will help

people access on road vehicles
breakdown assistance quick

Project 2
Temperature and
Humidity Control in
The New Born Unity

and easier and finding nearby
garages.

Alice ISHIMWE GATERA
Faculty of Business & IT, UTB

As someone who likes traveling, I

The system will allow a client to
indicate where he/she is and be
able to see which garages are
nearby and what services they

was on my way to the Northern

offer.

Province where I saw a car

With that, the client will put his

breakdown and I could tell they’d

contacts and the garage

been waiting for assistance for

managers will be able to contact

quite some time.

him/her for details hence
sending assistance needed.

In a world of fast development, you
learn creativity, innovation and time This project was motivated by
management. It was at that

the struggles clients face due to

moment that as a BIT student in my

lack of quick vehicle assistance.

final year that I got an idea from

important things is time
management, and then I had to do
something that will help in that
area.

Faculty of Business & IT, UTB

I

In Rwanda, many hospitals and
healthcare centers do not have
enough infant incubators for
warming newborn infants who
are born at 7 months and others
who have the problem of being
warm.

that incident.
In business one of the most

Patrick NDAGIJIMANA

I designed the system which is an Embed system device that
measures temperature and humidity control using a User
interface screen with a well-designed graph that shows
changes happening.
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Claude Struggles to
keep his kitchen
door OPEN
Before the pandemic, his business relied mainly
on organic drinks, hot meal and pastry sales to
keep his business flowing.
But when the lockdown happened, in March 2010,
he closed his restaurant completely and laid off
his employees temporarily. Two month later, Kivu
Belt Coffee Promotion reopened for takeaway,
selling coffee related products and hot meals.

After reopening his coffee shop, it was clear that
the effort simply wasn’t worth the cost since

Claude NDAZIGARUYE

customers were not coming

Faculty of Hotel & Restaurant Alumni - UTB

Claude

is one of the

restaurateurs in Rwanda
whose life has been defined
by the “pandemic pivot” as

Moving Forward and
getting back-up
John NTAHEMUKA, Dean of faculty of Hospitality

covid-19 broke-out.

and Tourism at UTB, emphasise on flexibility and
creativity as a key to survival for restaurants, at
least during the current pandemic.

“In order for restaurants to survive during the current Covid-19 situation, they will need to take the innovative
approach and find new ways to reach customers.
Successful businesses are those willing to Adjust and FAST” He stresses. He said, “When you look at success
makers are doing well within the restaurants industry, they are changing how they operate and the
talents they attract and integrating it with a strong digital presence".

The lesson was not far fetched for UTB students Marine MUKAKAYIRO and Alain , creating innovative food
products and services, without loosing their African roots.
With Pumpkin seeds being trashed in the bin in most Households, Marine decided to create healthy cookies made
of cookies and still into growing more food products made out of pumpkin seeds.

Alain on the other hand made an African twist of his favorite food Pizza by including local foods like small
fish (ISAMBAZA), not only to celebrate his roots but also to challenge his creativity. He is currently delivering on
order and hopes to soon open his own restaurant.

International Certificate of
Digital Literacy (ICDL)
Partnership with UTB
When ICDL program was implemented in

ICDL was integrated to enhance advanced

UTB, so far over 5000 students have

quality of technological skills among

graduated with the ICDL skills and this has

graduates helping them to become

boosted the rate of employability to students

conversant with the digital technology and

after their graduation by applying the

meeting the employability criteria on the

competitive technological skills acquired in

labor market.

their job finding and creation.

It helps learners as well to adopt to the
culture of saving through applying individual

The ICDL’s integration was not only meant to

skills acquired instead of spending over

spearhead the quality of education but also

services like creating emails, scheduling

equip individuals to perform tasks and

google meeting, writing letters, to mention

interact with computers and adapt to E-

but few.

Systems of any operating field of business.

So it is in this regard therefore, that ICDL is
there as the main key to the personal

IT professionals and non-IT levels can

development in various aspects mostly to the

develop skills and confidence in digital literacy

new industrial revolution 4.0 digital

in as far as complying with the national digital

technology in which every personnel should

talent policy of the Rwandan government

get adopted to.

which is significantly there to ensure the
sustainable development of digital literacy in
the society concerned.

Mr. Asher MUTIJIMA
ICDL Coordinator, UTB

ICDL was integrated to
embrace Rwanda's investment
in ICT infrastructure, shared
services, content and cyber
security
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My journey
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back to Golf
Sports Tourism
Jean Marie Vianney RUTAGENGWA
Tourism & Hospitality Alumni, UTB
Owner, IKAZE MINI GOLF Ltd
Inspired by his love for sports and
tourism backed by his entrepreneurial

My Journey back to Golf

ability to find business gaps within the

Working in the hospitality industry in

market, Jean Mary Opened the first Golf

Rubavu district and engaging with

Club in Rubavu District, Western

customers on a daily basis, it was not

Province, Rwanda.

rocket science to realize the shortage of
activities within the region despite the

Why Golf?

willingness of tourists to spend, explore

Golf has always been my dream sport, actually

and have fun.

it was love at first sight. I remember going to
Nyarutarama golf club to watch at a young age

I then decided in 2019 to Open IKAZE

when my friends were busy playing soccer.

MINI GOLF Ltd as the first ever golf club
in the region to bridge that gap

When I got home, I always found myself
watching golf games instead of movies and
cartoons like my peers.

“Jerome IRANKUNDA,
UTB Dean of student,
Co-Author “Nyiragitwa:
Daughter of Sacyega”.

Events
Highlight
Women's Day
Heroes Day

Commemoration
Day

National
Heroes’ day
at UTB
(Virtual)
The virtual ceremony was via WEBEX
as the primary channel. Social media
channels including Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter were used to
National hero’s day at UTB was held virtually on 1st
Feb, 2021 under the theme “Ubutwari mu
Banyarwanda, Agaciro kacu” which translates
“Heroism in Rwandans, our dignity”.
The goal of this event was to pay tribute to the
people who exemplified and defended the highest
values of patriotism and sacrificed their lives for the
liberation struggle and the well-being of Rwanda.
The event's objective was to Pay tribute to
Rwandan heroes, derive lessons from their
heroism and emulate them in our daily lives,

promote the event along with social
media influencers who are UTB
Alumni and current students pitching
in.
The event topics and theme were
derived from the event guidance
provided by the Rwandan Chancellery
for Heroes, National Orders and
Decorations of Honors (CHENO).
Event discussion topics were around
the following areas;
- History of heroism in Rwanda

encourage UTB Family (Management, Staff and

- Heroism, the major value of

Students) to keep striving for becoming the heroes

building Rwanda we want

through their work and educational journey and

- Contribution of Rwandans,

increase students and Staff Engagement on UTB

especially youth in developing

Social Media Platforms.

Rwanda based on culture and

Due to the impact of Covid-19, UTB Kigali campus
held the event virtually whilst it was blended at

heroism.

UTB-Rubavu campus.
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International
Women’s
Day
(Virtual)
Every year, people around
International Women’s Day is fundamentally
helping women and girls achieve their ambitions by

the world gather to celebrate
International Women's Day

challenging conscious and unconscious biases.

and it was not any different

That’s why at UTB, we actively encourage female

this year at UTB.

participation with a variety of ‘ladies-only’ sessions.
UTB aims to encourage women to beat their
barriers and prompt a change in attitudes that
would boost women’s confidence and celebrate
simple but tangible benefits of being more active.
Mm Zulfat MUKARUBEGA, UTB Founder and
Legal Representative encouraged the youth; boys
and girls to have an entrepreneurial mindset and
pushing themselves harder in their academic
journey and other aspects of their lives

Dr. Lillian UMUTESI, DVCA-UTB
Time has come to stop gender-based
violence, because women have now
understood that opportunities and
services they need are based on their
capabilities
-Mrs. Julian KAYIBANDA
Most of the time, our weakness is
that we do not get out of our comfort
zone and search for more
opportunities, and therefore it
discourages us from achieving more

HON. Fatuma NDANGIZA (UTB Board Vice-Chairperson)
emphasized on women power to change the world and face various problems and obstacles that
may come their way.
"Statistics show that in parliament women are 61.3% and we are thirtieth in the world, in senate
women are 38%, and in the cabinet, we are 51.5%, in the judicial system we are 46.5%, this means
that women are also taking part in the development of our country as well." She says.
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Commemoration
Day
KWIBUKA-27 (UTB)

iKwibuka means to remember,
it describes the annual
commemoration of the 1994
genocide against the Tutsi in
Rwanda. The main purpose of
Kwibuka is to prevent and fight
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Mr. Egide NKURANGA,
IBUKA President
Who was the guest of honor

Welcoming remarks were

of the event emphasized on

made by the UTB Vice-

the view that

Chancellor Prof. Dr.

Genocide denial has an

KABERA Callixte, who

immense impact on both

thanked the invitees for

victim and perpetrator

having shown up to support

groups.

us, and then he thanked
students for having

The denial not only affects

organized the event.

the relations and the
possible reconciliation

against Genocide, its ideology,

between the victim and

and overcome its

perpetrator, but it also

consequences.

affects the identity of the
respective group, impacting

This year’s Kwibuka-27 marked

at large the society they live

the 9th commemoration event

in.

held at UTB. The event was
done in two series, laying

Emmanuel MUNEZA,

flowers on the graves located at
the Nyanza Memorial site, brief

Mm Zulfat MUKARUBEGA,

history of the atrocities that

UTB founder and legal

took place at Nyanza, and

representative

surrounding areas.

Called upon young people to
be the motive of building

The main objective of the event

sustainable peace and

was raising awareness to the

reconciliation. She intimated

young generation on how to

on the impossible to find

fight against genocide denial

meaningful rewards to give

and radicalism.

to the soldiers who liberated
our country.
She then Welcomed the
guest of owner on stage

national coordinator of
AERG
“They planned and executed
the genocide against Tutsi,
now they are denying what
they have done. History
happened, now we have to
testify about what we have
gone through. No one
should deny what happened
while we are still alive,
educate yourselves and
respond to the deniers with
positive content.”

Community Culture
UTB STUDENTS UNITING DURING COVID-19LOCKDOWN

Mr. Razaro MANIRAGUHA,
Guild President

How did it ALL begin?
When we were elected after one-month
Covid-19 broke, and we were put under
lockdown.
Some students were stranded in the
surrounding areas of UTB where they were
living, the government delayed reacting on
how these students should be sent back
home, within that period, many students
suffered, and some of them spent some
days without food.
We had to do advocacy where we could
find money and other contributions from
people that could help those students in
bringing back life to normal.

It is in that regard that we started doing that
advocacy through partnering with the
University, National Coordination of AERG,
UTB-Alumni, and Techno Mobile-Rwanda. We
were given money, food, and hygienic
products like soaps, body lotions, and other
needs.
The task required selfless effort from UTB
student council to commit to people that we
are going to serve.
We have had a lot of workloads, struggled
from the beginning and no day off, to the
extent I even quit my job so that I could focus
on my duties as a guild president in order to
be more productive and contribute to the
betterment of my colleagues.
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UTB
On the
SPORTS
Field
MUCYO Philbert
Sports manager of UTB

UTB is a university that supports sports greatly
in terms of sports development and academics
in general, it has a policy that believes that a
good student is the one who does sports, and a
good soul life in a healthy body through sports.
Sports activities in UTB started in 2010, when the
university started working. It started with the
Volleyball team, Basketball team and Football
team.
In 2014 our volleyball team got new team
members who had joined the university as
students
In 2018, the university formed a WOMEN
volleyball team for gender balance. this
women's volleyball team became stronger
than any other team.
IThe team started winning the championship
in women volleyball and it also won eight
trophies out of nine that it was competing
for with other teams of women in volleyball in
Rwanda.
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